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Design Methods

I created the visual artifacts, notes,
and descriptions in this document over
the course of my work as an independent
contractor and consultant designing
products with early stage startup teams.
They are meant to give you some insight
into my working process and introduce
you to a few of the strategies and tools I
tend to find useful in this work.

Establishing the business problem
I work with the product owner to
determine the core project
requirements/scope in the terms
they are initially conceiving of
them (typically in terms of
deliverables).

Through interviewing multiple
members of the team, I
establish the starting project
goals/success metrics/
constraining factors/technical
reqs of the project itself.

How is the team
conceiving of what they
are trying to build? The
problem they are trying to
solve?
What catalyzed this design
push? How do the product
vision and roadmap relate
to the investment thesis,
business model, technical
resources available?
What are the team or
product owner’s starting
assumptions of what the
solution will be?
If this design is successful,
what are they thinking the
effects will be?

Establishing business goals/
product vision in writing to refer
back to while designing. For a
new IoT ecosystem: consumer
kitchen appliance + mobile
recipe platform

Establishing project goals in writing for a redesign
of the search/discovery experience in a K-12
educational video library (desktop web
experience)

What metrics does the
team currently measure
that we can use to track
the effects of design
changes we ship?

Developing
hypotheses about
user behavior
I determine what the main use
cases will be for the product or
feature I am designing.
I collect insights into the target
users’ life context, context of
use, and current experience.
From these insights, I create
descriptive documentation that
illustrates my best working
understanding of the experience
we are hoping to replace or
improve, including how it works,
variation in what users are
trying to accomplish and why,
current pain points, and what is
working well.

Persona document I created (among many others) for a Swedish public
transit passenger, synthesizing user insights to design a mobile app for a
demand-responsive public bus service for a European startup

What population will be using the
[tool, service, feature, information]
I have been tasked with
designing? What will they use it to
do?
Why are they trying to do the
thing? Under what circumstances
will they try to do the thing?
How will they access the [tool,
service, feature, information] I
have been tasked with designing?
What platform, device, etc.
I created three broad user typologies for a sous-vide
cooking startup, to design for the variation in reasons
for learning the sous-vide method of cooking

Early stage high-level solutions
I choose one of the core use
cases and generate ideas for
alleviating pain points in the
step-by-step sequence of user
actions. I brainstorm and map
out divergent possible solutions
by reenvisioning the steps users
might take to complete this task
with a new tool to help.

I walk through the proposed
redesigned flows with the team
(or on my own) and we evaluate
each in relation to each other,
against UX heuristics and preestablished metrics, with
engineers weighing in on
technical considerations.

After consulting with the team, I
decide which design directions
to take to the next level. I will
likely come back, iterate, and
refine this flow later.

Flow diagram mapping a user journey through new kind of ecommerce checkout experience on
Amazon.com, for the design of a Chrome extension helping users incorporate ethical factors into their
purchase decisions

Exploring divergent
UI interaction
possibilities
Through paper-and-pencil
thumbnail sketching, I start to
roughly sketch and fill in out
details of the interactions possible
on each specific screen that
comprises the target flow.

UI sketches for a redesign of the search/discovery
experience in a K-12 educational video library
(desktop web experience)

UI sketches for a redesign of the video
course experience in a clinical e-learning
platform (desktop web experience)

UI sketches for a sous vide recipe platform (mobile app)

Wireframes for a recruiting platform (web app,
min. breakpoint)

Wireframes organized into a flow in which a user discovers and follows
a recipe, for a sous-vide recipe platform (mobile app)

Wireframing
content and layout
I build content and layout
wireframes from the chosen
sketches, continuing to adjust
my understanding of the
many problems I’m solving as
I work. I often go back and get
more data or to sketch a new
idea, evaluating possible
solutions based on heuristics
and our established goals.

If the team has determined
that testing a particular
hypothesis is a priority at this
stage, I turn specific finalized
wireframes into a low-fidelity
prototype with HTML/CSS,
Justinmind, or Invision. This
can also be useful for early
products just getting a feel for
their users.

A low-fidelity interactive prototype
created with Justinmind

Building a visual
design system from
modular
components
To build out the overall visual
design system, I start with an
important modular component
of the interface (sometimes this
can be as large a component as
a recurring screen type) and
create style tiles to explore
different ways of styling and
communicating the interaction
af orded by that particular
component.
I begin visual designs in
grayscale, determining the most
functional, then structural
choices first: layout and
typographic hierarchies of the
module and those of the smaller
individual components. Then I
extrapolate and constrain out
from there. At this point in
designing I’ve created a style
guide of nested, reusable
symbols which I’ll clean up for
external collaboration later.

(Above and below) Style guide to a visual brand I created for future
designers to refer to and evolve with their own work.

Design Process – Example Documentation

High-fidelity
graphic comps
I create finalized, detailed
high-fidelity comps, both for
external communications if
necessary and for the team to
refer to. Sometimes I will also
create a high-fidelity
interactive prototype of part
of the design in Invision or
Framer, if the scale and
strategy for the design is
conducive to testing with a
prototype prior to launch, or if
there are marketing or
communication needs. For the
occasional graphic print or
packaging project, this is the
point at which i prep files for
delivery so I can work with the
printer to do a test run.

User testing with
high-fidelity
prototypes
With a prototype I’ve designed
to “feel real” to users, I work on
my own or with UX researchers
to conduct usability tests either
in remote or in-person sessions
and to synthesize our findings
into improved hypotheses about
user behavior, notes for metrics
to track post-launch and
proposed design adjustments to
address usability issues prelaunch. We start with strong
hypotheses and questions we
want to answer during the
session. I may need to design a
few different versions of the
prototype as part of designing
different tests.

Starting screen for a remote user testing
session (for Nise Tech)

Insights from user testing session synthesized into
design solutions (Nise Tech)

Design delivery +
build
In most cases, as I begin the next
sprint or project I also stay
available to work with the team’s
developers to prep, help explain,
troubleshoot, and give feedback
as they take the designs into
production. In ideal cases the
developers have been
contributing their perspective to
design decisions from the start,
are aware of how things have
progressed, and we already
have a shared strategy for
implementation. Depending on
the nature of the project, the
technical and UX complexity, the
team’s budget, resources, needs,
and level of comfort with
different tools, I assess whether
to share code-based prototypes
or to create annotated specs
from UI source files via Zeplin,
Figma, or Gallery. If the project
has involved building a brand
system, I create usage
guidelines and other visual
documentation of to be usable
by future designers.

